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FACTORYTALK CHOSEN  

AS STRATEGIC PARTNER BY CM PLUS CORPORATION 
 
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN – April 9, 2014 – CM Plus Corporation, Japan’s leading Engineering 

Design company for the Pharmaceutical, Biotech and Medical Industries, and Factorytalk Co., 

Ltd., Thailand, jointly announced a partnership for GMP facility design and construction 

management. Factorytalk will be the official partner for CM Plus in Thailand initial as a sales and 

service partner.   

 
Factorytalk’s expertise and experience in GxP Compliance Services throughout South East Asia 

in operations, facility and compliance improvement projects will allow CM Plus to gain new 

customers and to ensure the highest quality of service and support for their existing clients and 

projects throughout the region. In addition, aligning Factorytalk’s proven technology solutions 

with the suite of CM Plus’ engineering services enables end-to-end support from conceptual 

facility design through all stages of design and construction to incorporate operational 

excellence to GxP with the integration of IT and automation systems. 

 

"CM Plus Corporation have an extensive track record in engineering and in Pharmaceutical 

facility design services and demonstrate exceptional value for their Japanese and Multinational 

clients in establishing new, efficient and compliant production sites to deliver on time and in 

budget” commented David Margetts, Managing Director at Factorytalk. “We are very proud to 

partner together with CM Plus to bring this experience and expertise to Thailand and to offer the 

synergy with Factorytalk’s consulting and solutions teams to support the construction of world 

class production facilities from design to operation. Modern and advanced technology systems 

are fundamental for efficient and compliant production and are a critical consideration from the 

initial feasibility stages through all the design steps. This powerful integration is enabled by the 

CM Plus and Factorytalk partnership.”  



 
“It’s been a long lasting business target for us to establish a firm base in Thailand as the Thai 

economy has been rapidly growing, particularly in its high-tech industries including 

pharmaceutical and biotechnology” said Tsunehiro Togashi, President and CEO of CM Plus. 

“Factorytalk is a leading consulting company in ASEAN as well as in Thailand and are uniquely 

strong in IT. It was a great opportunity for CM Plus that we met Factorytalk in Bangkok one year 

ago and soon found each other to be a best-fit business partner with confidence that our 

partnership would provide synergy to create, in a real sense, a “One-Stop” shop of professional 

services to contribute to the customers in Thailand. I am now indeed thrilled at our challenges in 

Thailand and SE Asia.”  

 

About Factorytalk 

Factorytalk founded in Bangkok, Thailand since 2004 has expanded rapidly across the SE Asia 

region with locations established in Singapore, Jakarta and Kuala Lumpur. Factorytalk provides 

services and solutions to pharmaceutical manufacturers and life science companies in Asia by 

focusing on operational excellence technology to increase performance and deliver compliance 

efficiencies. Factorytalk’s consultants are specialists in the optimization of quality management 

systems to met the most stringent of international regulations and provide a wide range of 

technical expertise across the regulated industries including: project management, risk 

assessment, validation, designing and implementing large scale IT solutions, training, 

offshoring/insourcing and audit and inspection support... For more information about Factorytalk, 

visit www.factory-talk.com, or call: +66-2630-4525 ext 55. (Thailand); +65 6408 8000 

(Singapore); +603 2615 7397 (Malaysia); or +62-21-5291-7481 (Indonesia) 

 
About CM Plus Corporation  

CM Plus founded in Yokohama, Japan since 2007 has made a remarkable growth in the last 7 

years, and now become one of the largest management and consulting companies in Japan, 

consisting of expert engineers and consultants who have expertise of GMPs including CGMP, 

EU-GMP, WHO-GMP and PIC/S, with broad experiences in project management in all phases 

of engineering, procurement, construction and commissioning. CM Plus occupies a unique 

position in Japan for its capability to perform in multi-national languages (Japanese, English, 

Chinese, Vietnamese, Malay and Indonesia) “One-Stop” management and consulting services 



to cover all issues for pharmaceutical manufacturing, medical devices, cosmetics, foods, home 

& health care products and so on.  

CM Plus are also operating an internet portal site named “GMP Platform”, one of the largest 

sites in Japan with regard to GMP, where a plenty of technical information, business news and 

articles are provided for the subscribers free of charge.  For more information about CM Plus 

and GMP Platform, visit www.cm-plus.co.jp and www.gmp-platform.com, or call: +81-45-222-

8710 (Japan); +84-8-5413-7864 (Vietnam) +65-6733-9959 (Singapore) 

 


